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This fixed-layout eBook teaches all essential web technologies from A to Z. Skillfully
written, extremely succinct, with a lot of tables, diagrams, examples and screen output,
it touches the latest experimental technology in action. Covering some hardly
documented 'tricks' beyond the basics, this book guarantees to transform an Internet
newcomer to an accomplished web developer. For every web developer, it is a handy
must-have. As we know, various web technologies are interconnected and it is
impossible to fully master one technology without knowing another. Traditionally, a
serious web developer needs to rely on several books or sources when coding a
website. This book represents an all-in-one solution. It presents to you a holistic view of
all essential web technologies. It means spending less money and time in learning
more. The topics include HTML, CSS, JavaScript, PHP, AJAX, SQL, XML, XPath, XSD,
XQuery, XSLT, SVG, Canvas, WebGL, Java Applet, Flash ActionScript, Red5,
Firebase, WebRTC, htaccess, mod rewrite, jQuery, cURL, WordPress, SEO etc. (This
eBook should be read using a fixed-layout-compatible (epub3) reader such as the
Gitden Reader in Android.)
As a vector graphics format, SVG uses precisely-defined geometric shapes to build an
image. But that doesn't mean that SVG graphics have to look like technical drawings.
SVG graphics can be shaded, textured, built from partially-transparent overlapping
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layers, or even filled with photographic images. SVG Colors, Patterns, and Gradients
takes an in-depth look at the different ways SVG text and shapes can be painted on the
screen or page. You’ll start with an overview of how color is defined, including the
various ways you can control the transparency of SVG content. You’ll then dive deep
into the concept of an SVG paint server: gradients, patterns, and other complex
graphical content that can be used to fill-in or outline other SVG shapes and text.
Today’s web technologies are evolving at near–light speed, bringing the promise of a
seamless Internet ever closer to reality. When users can browse the Web on a threeinch phone screen as easily as on a fifty-inch HDTV, what’s a developer to do? Peter
Gasston’s The Modern Web will guide you through the latest and most important tools
of device-agnostic web development, including HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript. His
plain-English explanations and practical examples emphasize the techniques,
principles, and practices that you’ll need to easily transcend individual browser quirks
and stay relevant as these technologies are updated. Learn how to: –Plan your content
so that it displays fluidly across multiple devices –Design websites to interact with
devices using the most up-to-date APIs, including Geolocation, Orientation, and Web
Storage –Incorporate cross-platform audio and video without using troublesome plugins –Make images and graphics scalable on high-resolution devices with SVG –Use
powerful HTML5 elements to design better forms Turn outdated websites into flexible,
user-friendly ones that take full advantage of the unique capabilities of any device or
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browser. With the help of The Modern Web, you’ll be ready to navigate the front lines
of device-independent development.
Inkscape: Guide to a Vector Drawing Program, Fourth Edition, is the guide to the
Inkscape program. With coverage of versions 0.47 and 0.48, this authoritative
introduction and reference features hundreds of useful illustrations.Using Inkscape, you
can produce a wide variety of art, from photorealistic drawings to organizational charts.
Inkscape uses SVG, a powerful vector-based drawing language and W3C web
standard, as its native format. SVG drawings can be viewed directly in browsers such
as Firefox, Opera, Chrome, Safari, and Internet Explorer 9. A subset of SVG has been
adopted by the mobile phone market. Inkscape is available free for
Windows,Macintosh, and Linux operating systems. Systematic coverage of the entire
Inkscape program begins with twelve tutorials ranging in difficulty from very basic to
highly complex. A new tutorial introduces the use of interactive SVG in HTML5.The
remainder of the book covers each facet of Inkscape in detail, with an emphasis on
practical solutions for common problems. The book is filled with valuable tips and
warnings about the use of Inkscape and SVG. Find dozens of Inkscape illustrations
from the book in the online color supplement available at
http://tavmjong.free.fr/INKSCAPE/. Updated for Inkscape version 0.48, this edition
includes complete coverage of new features, including the new Spray Tool, updated
Node and Text tools, improved bitmap image import, LaTeX export for PDF/EPS/PS,
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added extensions including the JessyInk extension for web-based presentations, the
adaptive UI, and the new Glyphs dialog. Complete Coverage of New and Improved
Inkscape 0.48 Features Live Path Effects for tasks such as adding patterns along a
path while maintaining complete editability More than two hundred pre-built SVG filters
for adding textures, manipulating color, and so forth A tiling tool to create complex
tilings with thirteen different symmetries Clipping and Masking objects An integrated
spell checker Built-in bitmap-to-vector tracing The ability to export to more than a dozen
graphics formats, including PDF and PostScript The ability to import from more than
two dozen graphics formats, including PDF, Adobe Illustrator, Corel Draw, AutoCad,
and XFig Graphics Complete vector drawing program supporting the W3C SVG
standard Three path-drawing tools (Pencil, Pen, Calligraphy) Five shape-drawing tools
(Rectangles, Ellipses, Stars, Spirals, 3D Boxes) Linear and Radial Gradients Pattern
fills Tweak Tool for fine adjustment of paths and colors Spray Tool Eraser Tool with
both Vector and Bitmap modes Sophisticated snapping for precision drawing and
aligning objects Extendable through scripting; more than one hundred scripts included
Building Web Applications with SVG
Concepts and Video Tutorials
Painting Vector Graphics
HTML5 and Related Technologies
HTML5 em Ação
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Guide to a Vector Drawing Program
HTML5 is revolutionizing the Web, and now it's coming to your ebook reader! With the release of the
EPUB 3 specification, HTML5 support will officially be a part of the EPUB standard, and publishers
will be able to take full advantage of HTML5's rich feature set to add rich media and interactivity to
their ebook content. HTML5 for Publishers gives an overview of some of the most exciting features
HTML5 provides to ebook content creators--audio/video, geolocation, and the Canvas--and shows
how to put them in action. Learn how to: Intersperse audio/video with textual content Create a
graphing calculator to display algebraic equations on the Canvas Use geolocation to customize a
work of fiction with details from the reader's locale Use Canvas to add interactivity to a children's
picture book
Do you want to build web pages but have no prior experience? This friendly guide is the perfect place
to start. You’ll begin at square one, learning how the web and web pages work, and then steadily
build from there. By the end of the book, you’ll have the skills to create a simple site with
multicolumn pages that adapt for mobile devices. Each chapter provides exercises to help you learn
various techniques and short quizzes to make sure you understand key concepts. This thoroughly
revised edition is ideal for students and professionals of all backgrounds and skill levels. It is simple
and clear enough for beginners, yet thorough enough to be a useful reference for experienced
developers keeping their skills up to date. Build HTML pages with text, links, images, tables, and
forms Use style sheets (CSS) for colors, backgrounds, formatting text, page layout, and even simple
animation effects Learn how JavaScript works and why the language is so important in web design
Create and optimize web images so they’ll download as quickly as possible NEW! Use CSS Flexbox
and Grid for sophisticated and flexible page layout NEW! Learn the ins and outs of Responsive Web
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Design to make web pages look great on all devices NEW! Become familiar with the command line,
Git, and other tools in the modern web developer’s toolkit NEW! Get to know the super-powers of
SVG graphics
Presents information on using HTML and CSS to create Web pages, covering such topics as HTML5
forms, audio and video, embedded fonts, gradients, transitions, and offline Web apps.
(Aus dem Vorwort)Im Jahr 2010 wurde HTML5 zu dem Buzzword in der Webentwickler-Szene.
Große Firmen wie Google, Apple oder Microsoft schrieben sich die neue Technologie auf ihre
Fahnen, und nicht zuletzt die heftig geführte Debatte zwischen Apple und Adobe, ob HTML5 das
Ende von Flash bedeuten würde oder nicht, trug wesentlich dazu bei, dass HTML5 auch in unseren
Breiten zum viel zitierten Schlagwort wurde. Wir wollen Ihnen in diesem Buch einen ausführlichen
Einblick in die neuen Möglichkeiten von HTML5 geben, einen Einblick, der neben den klassischen
Bestandteilen der Spezifikation wie Video, A.
A Practical Introduction to SVG using Real-World Examples
SVG Animations
BAH
SVG Text Layout
A Step-by-Step Video Tutorial for Getting Started Today, Enhanced Edition
Words as Art
Beginning HTML5 and CSS3 is your introduction to the new features and
elements of HTML5—as a web developer you'll learn about all the
leaner, cleaner, and more efficient code available now with HTML5,
along with some new tools that will allow you to create more
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meaningful and richer content. For everyone involved in web design,
this book also introduces the new structural integrity and styling
flexibility of CSS 3—which means better-looking pages and smarter
content in your website projects. For all forward-looking web
professionals who want to start enjoying and deploying the new HTML5
and CSS3 features right away, this book provides you with an in-depth
look at the new capabilities—including audio and video—that are new to
web standards. You’ll learn about the new HTML5 structural sections,
plus HTML5 and CSS3 layouts. You’ll also discover why some people
think HTML5 is going to be a Flash killer, when you see how to create
transitions and animations with these new technologies. So get ahead
in your web development through the practical, step-by-step approaches
offered to you in Beginning HTML5 and CSS3.
HTML5 is not just a replacement for plugins. It also makes the Web a
first-class development environment by giving JavaScript programmers a
solid foundation for building industrial-strength applications. This
practical guide takes you beyond simple site creation and shows you
how to build self-contained HTML5 applications that can run on mobile
devices and compete with desktop apps. You’ll learn powerful
JavaScript tools for exploiting HTML5 elements, and discover new
methods for working with data, such as offline storage and
multithreaded processing. Complete with code samples, this book is
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ideal for experienced JavaScript and mobile developers alike. Store
session data in the browser with local storage objects Save trips to
the server: store larger amounts of data with IndexedDB Give browsers
limited access to a user’s system to read and upload files Take your
app offline—and speed up page loading when it’s online Use Web Workers
to create multithreaded applications Transfer data between browser and
server more efficiently with Web Sockets Learn about HTML5 tags for
forms, multimedia, graphics, and geolocation "HTML5 is all the rage
these days, but it's more than just a buzzword. Programming HTML5
Applications provides the knowledge to guide you through all the new
technologies needed to make modern web applications." --Ralph
Whitbeck, cohost of The Official jQuery Podcast
HTML5 is revolutionizing the Web, and now it's coming to your ebook
reader! With the release of the EPUB 3 specification, HTML5 support is
officially a part of the EPUB standard, and publishers are able to
take full advantage of HTML5's rich feature set to add rich media and
interactivity to their ebook content. HTML5 for Publishers gives an
overview of some of the most exciting features HTML5 provides to ebook
content creators--audio/video, geolocation, and the Canvas--and shows
how to put them in action. Learn how to: Intersperse audio/video with
textual content Create a graphing calculator to display algebraic
equations on the Canvas Use geolocation to customize a work of fiction
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with details from the reader's locale Employ MathML to create an
interactive equation solver Make a coloring book using SVG and
JavaScript
Create rich interactivity with Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) Dive
into SVG—and build striking, interactive visuals for your web
applications. Led by three SVG experts, you’ll learn step-by-step how
to use SVG techniques for animation, overlays, and dynamic charts and
graphs. Then you’ll put it all together by building two graphic-rich
applications. Get started creating dynamic visual content using web
technologies you’re familiar with—such as JavaScript, CSS, DOM, and
AJAX. Discover how to: Build client-side graphics with little impact
on your web server Create simple user interfaces for mobile and
desktop web browsers Work with complex shapes and design reusable
patterns Position, scale, and rotate text elements using SVG
transforms Create animations using the Synchronized Multimedia
Integration Language (SMIL) Build more powerful animations by
manipulating SVG with JavaScript Apply filters to sharpen, blur, warp,
reconfigure colors, and more Make use of programming libraries such as
Pergola, D3, and Polymaps
Tips & Tools for Creating Interactive Web Applications
Web Coding Bible (HTML, CSS, Javascript, PHP, SQL, XML, SVG, Canvas,
WebGL, Java Applet, ActionScript, jQuery, WordPress, SEO and many
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more)
Beginning HTML5 and CSS3
HTML5 Canvas
The Truth About HTML5
From Common UX Implementations to Complex Responsive Animation

Develop SVG functionality for use within websites quickly and natively, using basic
tools such as HTML and CSS. This book is a project-oriented guide to creating and
manipulating scalable vector graphics in the browser for websites or online
applications, using little more than a text editor or free software, and the power of
JavaScript. You'll use a starting toolset to incorporate into your existing workflow,
develop future projects, and reduce any dependency on graphics applications for
simple projects. This book is an excellent resource for getting acquainted with
creating and manipulating SVG content. We live in an age where speed and
simplicity are of the essence. Beginning SVG provides a perfect alternative when
creating web-based projects that challenges the norm and encourages you to expand
your resources and not resort to what “everyone else uses” (such as Illustrator).
You'll discover that there is indeed a different way to achieve the same result. Stop
thinking you must always resort to using graphics packages; there is always another
way! What You'll Learn Create powerful, optimized content that can be quickly and
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easily manipulated within the browser Get up to speed with SVG quickly, with
minimal effort and maximum results See how easy it is to apply SVG content and
effects, without the need for lots of additional tools. Who This Book Is For Website
developers and agile development teams who are keen to learn how to add and
manipulate SVG quickly.
The essential guide for building native HTML5 multimedia into a website! • •Reallife, ready-to-deploy examples for leveraging the video and audio tags in HTML5
•Written in a simple, straightforward style that appeals to beginners and more
advanced developers alike. •Author is a popular blogger, curator for
html5gallery.com, and well-regarded contributor to PC Pro. One of the most
exciting and talked about aspects of the HTML5 specification is the introduction of
in-browser multimedia. Websites no longer have to rely on a third-party tool such as
Flash or Silverlight to play video and audio. This book is an easy, approachable
guide to building native HTML5 multimedia into a website, from the simplest
addition to more advanced features. It's written in a simple, straightforward style
that's not too techy, yet advanced enough for the more experienced coder who just
needs to get up to speed on these powerful new capabilities. The book's companion
website provides all the examples in a working format for easy access and enhanced
visualization for the reader. Many real world scenario examples for those who want
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to get something up and running.
SVG is extremely powerful, with its reduced HTTP requests and crispness on any
display. It becomes increasingly more interesting as you explore its capabilities for
responsive animation and performance boons. When you animate SVG, you must be
aware of normal image traits like composition, color, implementation, and
optimization. But when you animate, it increases the complexity of each of these
factors exponentially. This practical book takes a deep dive into how you can to
solve these problems with stability, performance, and creativity in mind. Learn how
to make SVG cross-browser compatible, backwards compatible, optimized, and
responsive Plan and debug animation Make a complex animation responsive, as
many sites are responsive Profile each animation technique in terms of
performance so that you know what you're getting in to with each library or native
technology
Scalable Vector Graphics -- or SVG -- is the new XML-based graphics standard
from the W3C that will enable Web documents to be smaller, faster and more
interactive. J. David Eisenberg's insightful book takes you through the ins and outs
of SVG, beginning with basics needed to create simple line drawings and then
moving through more complicated features like filters, transformations, and
integration with Java, Perl, and XSLT.Unlike GIFs, JPEGs or PNGs (which are
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bitmapped), SVG images are both resolution- and device-independent, so that they
can scale up or down to fit proportionally into any size display or any Internet
device -- from PDAs to large office monitors and high-resolution printers. Smaller
than bitmapped files and faster to download, SVG images can be rendered with
different CSS styles for each environment. They work well across a range of
available bandwidths.SVG makes it possible for designers to escape the constant
need to update graphics by hand or use custom code to generate bitmap images.
And while SVG was created with the Web in mind, the language has a variety of
other uses. SVG greatly simplifies tasks like: Creating web sites whose graphics
reflect the content of the page, changing automatically if the content changes
Generating graphs and charts from information stored in a wide variety of sources
Exchanging detailed drawings, from architectural plans to CAD layouts to project
management diagrams Creating diagrams that users can explore by zooming in and
panning around Generating bitmap images for use in older browsers using simple
automatable templates Managing graphics that support multiple languages or
translations Creating complex animation By focusing sharply on the markup at the
foundation of SVG, SVG Essentials gives you a solid base on which to create your
own custom tools. Explanations of key technical tools -- like XML, matrix math, and
scripting -- are included as appendices, along with a reference to the SVG
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vocabulary.Whether you're a graphic designer in search of new tools or a
programmer dealing with the complex task of creating and managing graphics,
SVG Essentials provides you with the means to take advantage of SVG.
Meteor: Full-Stack Web Application Development
Learn SVG
HTML5 & CSS3 for the Real World
Learning HTML5 Game Programming
Using SVG with CSS3 and HTML5
HTML5 in Action
This tutorial book is a collection of notes and sample codes written by the author while he was
learning HTML himself. Topics include HTML5 and HTML 4.01 standards; HTML document
structure; HTML element and attribute syntax; embedding SVG to generate graphics;
embedding JavaScript code; adding (CSS Cascading Style Sheets) for display format; displayed
and printed versions of HTML documents; responsive Design of Web Pages. Updated in 2021
(Version v2.22) with minor changes. For latest updates and free sample chapters, visit
http://www.herongyang.com/HTML.
This book is meant for developers of all experience levels looking to create mobile and fullstack web applications in JavaScript. Many of the simple recipes can easily be followed by lessexperienced developers, while some of the advanced recipes will require extensive knowledge of
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existing web, mobile, and server technologies. Any application or enterprise web developer
looking to create full-stack JavaScript-based apps will benefit from the recipes and concepts
covered in this book.
Simply HTML5 is written to help you learn the very basics of HTML5 to help you create your
very first basic web page as well to help you advance you the next level of web design by
providing you with easy to learn step-by-step visually illustrated tutorials. Learn the ins and outs
of creating a basic web page today. This book will mainly focus on HTML5 with a couple of
very quick introductions on how to add CSS and JavaScript to your web pages using HTML5.
All the books examples will be available to download on our companion web site
https://www.ebooklingo.com for your convenience. Table of Contents Chapter 1 - HTML
Getting Started Chapter 2 - HTML Attributes Chapter 3 - HTML Text Chapter 4 - HTML Forms
Chapter 5 - HTML Iframes Chapter 6 - HTML Images Chapter 7 - HTML Audio & Video
Chapter 8 - HTML Links Chapter 9 - HTML Lists Chapter 10 - HTML Tables Chapter 11 HTML Semantics Chapter 12 - CSS Basics Chapter 13 - HTML Metadata Chapter 14 - HTML
Scripting Chapter 15 - HTML Embedded Content Chapter 16 - HTML Special Characters
Inkscape: Guide to a Vector Drawing Program, Third Edition , is the guide to the Inkscape
program, with coverage of versions 0.46 and 0.47. This authoritative introduction and reference
features hundreds of useful illustrations.With Inkscape, you can produce a wide variety of art,
from photorealistic drawings to organizational charts. Inkscape uses SVG, a powerful vectorbased drawing language and W3C web standard, as its native format. SVG drawings can be
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viewed directly in browsers such as Firefox and Opera. A subset of SVG has been adopted by
the mobile phone market. Inkscape is available free for Windows, Macintosh, and Linux
operating systems. Systematic coverage of the entire Inkscape program begins with eleven
tutorials ranging in difficulty from very basic to highly complex. The remainder of the book
covers each facet of Inkscape in detail with an emphasis on practical solutions for common
problems.The book is filled with valuable tips and warnings about the use of Inkscape and SVG.
Find dozens of Inkscape illustrations from the book in the online color supplement available at
http://tavmjong.free.fr/INKSCAPE/. Updated for Inkscape v0.47, this new edition includes
complete coverage of new features, including updated Pen and Pencil tools with new spiro,
polyline, and sketch modes; the new Eraser tool; and the new Snapping toolbar with improved
snapping. Advanced topics include the use of Inkscape’s powerful tiling tool, built-in bitmap
tracing, and SVG use on the Web. Complete Coverage of New and Improved Inkscape 0.47
Features Complete vector drawing program supporting the W3C SVG standard Three pathdrawing tools (Pencil, Pen, Calligraphy) Five shape-drawing tools (Rectangles, Ellipses, Stars,
Spirals, 3D Boxes) Linear and Radial Gradients Pattern fills Tweak Tool for fine adjustment of
paths and colors Eraser Tool with both Vector and Bitmap modes Sophisticated snapping for
precision drawing and aligning objects Extendable through scripting; over a hundred scripts
included Live Path Effects for tasks such as adding patterns along a path while maintaining
complete editability Over 200 pre-built SVG filters for adding textures, manipulating color, and
so forth A tiling tool to create complex tilings with thirteen different symmetries Clipping and
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Masking objects An integrated spell checker Built-in bitmap-to-vector tracing The ability to
export to more than a dozen graphics formats, including PDF and PostScript The ability to
import from more than two-dozen graphics formats, including PDF, Adobe Illustrator, Coral
Draw, AutoCad, and XFig
The Modern Web
Programming HTML5 Applications
A Beginner's Guide to HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and Web Graphics
The Web Graphics Standard
Simply HTML5
EBook Edition
HTML and CSS are the most essential and fundamental web languages,
which provide the foundation for the vast majority of web sites and
web applications. HTML5 is on track to become the future of the web,
offering simple plug-in free Rich Internet Application capabilities,
easier development, and enhanced user experience.This book is an
essential technical dictionary for professional web designers and
developers, conveniently summarizing over 3000 pages of (X)HTML5 and
CSS3 specifications and covering the most common and fundamental
concepts and specs, including tags, attributes, values, objects,
properties, methods, events, and APIs. Topics include: Introduction
to HTML5HTML5 and XTML5 syntax rulesXTML5Document semantic
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structureComplete reference to HTML5 Elements andAttributes including
Web Forms 2.0Global attributes and eventsA complete summary of CSS3
propertiesEleven HTML5 APIs, including Canvas, SVG, Video, Audio, Web
Workers, Web Sockets, Microdata, Geolocation, Web Storage and
more.The author's goal was to create a one-stop resource reference
source which is comprehensive but still concise, simple, easy-toread, and structured. This is the world's first HTML5/CSS3 referencestyle book. This is also the first book with XHTML5 coverage.
Do you want to build web pages, but have no previous experience? This
friendly guide is the perfect place to start. You’ll begin at square
one, learning how the Web and web pages work, and then steadily build
from there. By the end of the book, you’ll have the skills to create
a simple site with multi-column pages that adapt for mobile devices.
Learn how to use the latest techniques, best practices, and current
web standards—including HTML5 and CSS3. Each chapter provides
exercises to help you to learn various techniques, and short quizzes
to make sure you understand key concepts. This thoroughly revised
edition is ideal for students and professionals of all backgrounds
and skill levels, whether you’re a beginner or brushing up on
existing skills. Build HTML pages with text, links, images, tables,
and forms Use style sheets (CSS) for colors, backgrounds, formatting
text, page layout, and even simple animation effects Learn about the
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new HTML5 elements, APIs, and CSS3 properties that are changing what
you can do with web pages Make your pages display well on mobile
devices by creating a responsive web design Learn how JavaScript
works—and why the language is so important in web design Create and
optimize web graphics so they’ll download as quickly as possible
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) is an image format, so text isn’t the
first thing you might think of when considering its uses. But one of
SVG’s key features is its ability to encode text in a machinereadable form. This book takes a deep dive into the use of text
within SVG to explore the creative possibilities as well as the
potential pitfalls. You’ll start with SVG’s text basics, and then
learn methods for using SVG to generate complex layouts. If you’re an
intermediate SVG developer familiar with CSS-styled HTML text, you’re
ready to get going. This book covers: The SVG text and tspan
elements, and basic attributes for positioning simple text labels
within a graphic SVG’s fill and stroke properties for controlling
text’s visual appearance Complex text layouts, using formatted poetry
as examples Features to set the position and orientation of
individual text characters Multidirectional text, including right-toleft horizontal text and vertical text Curved or complex text layouts
with the textPath element Font options for your SVG, including web
fonts, and their impact on text layout
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Learn how to create mobile and full-stack web applications in
JavaScript by getting a deeper insight into Meteor About This Book
This step-by-step tutorial will show you how to build fast, complex
web applications Over 65 hands-on recipes help you build and deploy
elegant web applications Optimize your web application for production
use Who This Book Is For If you are a web developer who is familiar
with Meteor and has basic knowledge of web development, and you now
want to explore new paradigms of single-page, real-time applications,
this course is perfectly suited for you. What You Will Learn Secure
your site with Meteor best practices Create reactive templates that
update themselves when data changes Add routing to a single-page
application and make it appear like a real website Make your own
Meteor packages and see how to make them public Rapidly build robust,
responsive user interfaces Publish your own reusable custom packages
Optimize your site for load speed with advanced publishers and
subscribers Master the intricacies of front-end development using
Jeet, Bootstrap, CSS animations, and more Leverage the aggregation
framework to produce results with big data Optimize your site for
search engine visibility In Detail Meteor is best JavaScript
development platform and is packed with collections of libraries and
packages bound together in a tidy way to take care of everything from
development to production, making your web development easier. This
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course follows a learning path divided into three modules. Each
module is a mini course in its own right, taking your knowledge to a
new level as you progress. The first module takes you from the
installation of Meteor to building a fully working web blog
(including back end) to create and edit posts. Your path will begin
with the basic concepts and folder structure of a Meteor project,
learning how Meteor templates work to test packages, and seeing the
application itself. The second module is a cookbook that starts with
simple recipes designed for quick reference, and culminating advanced
recipes that walk you through building and deploying a complete
application. The cookbook covers all the major areas of Meteor
development, including lesser-known and undocumented features too.
With all the important concepts covered in the previous modules, the
third module will get you equipped with simple solutions to boost
your development skills. You'll learn about mapping of real-world
data and optimizing it, how to optimize and secure web applications
and how to deploy and maintain it without breaking its features.
Throughout the module, you will put your skills into practice and
build an online shop from scratch. This Learning Path combines some
of the best that Packt has to offer in one complete, curated package.
It includes content from the following Packt products: Building
Single-page Web Apps with Meteor, Fabian Vogelsteller Meteor
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Cookbook, Isaac Strack Meteor Design Patterns, Marcelo Reyna Style
and approach This practical handbook has a step-by-step approach to
help you improve your developer skills and efficiently built web
applications using Meteor.
Learning Web Design
HTML5 for Publishers
Meteor Cookbook
Sergey's Html5 & Css3 Quick Reference
Develop and Design

This boxed, video tutorial and eBook package is accessible to
people with a basic knowledge of HTML and JavaScript, and those
more advanced users who will benefit from the examples of
sophisticated CSS3 2D/3D animation effects. It covers the
features of HTML5, HTML5 Canvas graphics, and CSS3 graphics, and
shows how to extend the power of CSS3 with SVG. Readers will
have an introduction to HTML5, learn how to create HTML5 pages
that use Canvas, CSS3, and SVG to render 2D shapes and Bezier
curves, create linear and radial gradients, apply transforms to
2D shapes and JPG files, create animation effects, generate
2D/3D bar charts and line graphs, handle mouse events, and learn
the mechanics of creating a Tic-Tac-Toe game. The DVD contains
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20 step by step tutorial videos, the complete, hyperlinked
eBook, all the source code, and color graphics. Features:
Includes an introduction to various HTML5 technologies, and
shows you how to create HTML5 web pages containing CSS3, Canvas,
and SVG. Designed for those with some knowledge of
CSS/HTML/JavaScript Uses 20 video tutorials to supplement
concepts covered in the eBook Content: Video Tutorials (20
tutorials including the following topics) Part 1: Working with
HTML5 Web Pages Part 2: Working with HTML5 CSS3 Part 3: Working
with HTML5 Canvas Part 4: Working with SVG Part 5: Working with
HTML5 and Mobile Apps E-Book Brief Table of Contents: 1:
Features of HTML5 2 CSS3 Graphics and 2D Animation Effects 3:
CSS3 3D Animation and SVG 4: 2D Shapes in Canvas 5: Gradient
Effects in Canvas 6: Circles and Bezier Curves in Canvas. 7:
Transformations in Canvas. 8: Mouse Events in Canvas. 9:
Animation Effects in Canvas. 10: Canvas-based Charts and Graphs.
Using SVG with CSS3 and HTML5Vector Graphics for Web
Design"O'Reilly Media, Inc."
One of HTML5’s most exciting features, Canvas provides a
powerful 2D graphics API that lets you implement everything from
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word processors to video games. In Core HTML5 Canvas , bestselling author David Geary presents a code-fueled, no-nonsense
deep dive into that API, covering everything you need to know to
implement rich and consistent web applications that run on a
wide variety of operating systems and devices. Succinctly and
clearly written, this book examines dozens of real-world uses of
the Canvas API, such as interactively drawing and manipulating
shapes, saving and restoring the drawing surface to temporarily
draw shapes and text, and implementing text controls. You’ll see
how to keep your applications responsive with web workers when
you filter images, how to implement smooth animations, and how
to create layered, 3D scrolling backgrounds with parallax. In
addition, you’ll see how to implement video games with extensive
coverage of sprites, physics, collision detection, and the
implementation of a game engine and an industrial-strength
pinball game. The book concludes by showing you how to implement
Canvas-based controls that you can use in any HTML5 application
and how to use Canvas on mobile devices, including iOS5. This
authoritative Canvas reference covers The canvas element—using
it with other HTML elements, handling events, printing a canvas,
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and using offscreen canvases Shapes—drawing, dragging, erasing,
and editing lines, arcs, circles, curves, and polygons; using
shadows, gradients, and patterns Text—drawing, positioning,
setting font properties; building text controls Images—drawing,
scaling, clipping, processing, and animating Animations—creating
smooth, efficient, and portable animations Sprites—implementing
animated objects that have painters and behaviors
Physics—modeling physical systems (falling bodies, pendulums,
and projectiles), and implementing tweening for nonlinear motion
and animation Collision detection—advanced techniques, clearly
explained Game development—all aspects of game development, such
as time-based motion and high score support, implemented in a
game engine Custom controls—infrastructure for implementing
custom controls; implementing progress bars, sliders, and an
image panner Mobile applications—fitting Canvas apps on a mobile
screen, using media queries, handling touch events, and
specifying iOS5 artifacts, such as app icons Throughout the
book, Geary discusses high-quality, reusable code to help
professional developers learn everything they really need to
know, with no unnecessary verbiage. All of the book’s code and
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live demonstrations of key techniques are available at
corehtml5canvas.com.
Summary HTML5 in Action provides a complete introduction to web
development using HTML5. You'll explore every aspect of the
HTML5 specification through real-world examples and code
samples. It's much more than just a specification reference,
though. It lives up to the name HTML5 in Action by giving you
the practical, hands-on guidance you'll need to use key
features. About the Technology HTML5 is not a few new tags and
features added to an old standard—it's the foundation of the
modern web, enabling its interactive services, single-page UI,
interactive games, and complex business applications. With
support for standards-driven mobile app development, powerful
features like local storage and WebSockets, superb audio and
video APIs, and new layout options using CSS3, SVG, and Canvas,
HTML5 has entered its prime time. About the Book HTML5 in Action
provides a complete introduction to web development using HTML5.
It explores the HTML5 specification through real-world examples
and code samples. It earns the name "in Action" by giving you
the practical, hands-on guidance you'll need to confidently
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build the sites and applications you—and your clients—have been
wanting for years. This book concentrates on new HTML5 features
and assumes you are familiar with standard HTML. Purchase of the
print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub
formats from Manning Publications. What's Inside New semantic
elements and form input types Single-page application design
Creating interactive graphics Mobile web apps About the Authors
Rob Crowther is a web developer and blogger and the author of
Manning's Hello! HTML5 & CSS3. Joe Lennon is an enterprise
mobile application developer. Ash Blue builds award-winning
interactive projects. Greg Wanish is an independent web and
eCommerce developer. Table of Contents PART 1 INTRODUCTION
HTML5: from documents to applications PART 2 BROWSER-BASED APPS
Form creation: input widgets, data binding, and data validation
File editing and management: rich formatting, file storage, drag
and drop Messaging: communicating to and from scripts in HTML5
Mobile applications: client storage and offline execution PART 3
INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS, MEDIA, AND GAMING 2D Canvas: low-level, 2D
graphics rendering SVG: responsive in-browser graphics Video and
audio: playing media in the browser WebGL: 3D application
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development Plus 10 Appendixes
Beginning SVG
Leitfaden für Webentwickler
HTML5 Multimedia
SVG Colors, Patterns & Gradients
A Hands-on Guide to Building Online Games Using Canvas, SVG, and
WebGL
HTML5
O HTML5 não constitui apenas algumas tags e recursos novos
adicionados a um velho padrão – ele é a base da Web moderna,
alavancando seus serviços interativos, UI de página única, jogos
interativos e aplicativos empresariais complexos. Com o suporte ao
desenvolvimento de aplicativos móveis baseados em padrões,
recursos poderosos como o armazenamento local e WebSockets,
ótimas APIs de áudio e vídeo e novas opções de layout com o uso de
CSS3, SVG e Canvas, o HTML5 entrou em sua fase áurea. HTML5 em
Ação fornece uma introdução completa ao desenvolvimento web
com o uso de HTML5. Ele examina a especificação HTML5 por meio
de códigos e exemplos do mundo real. Também faz jus ao termo
“em Ação” disponibilizando o guia útil e prático necessário para a
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construção segura dos aplicativos e sites que você (e seus clientes)
espera há anos. Qual o conteúdo? ● Novos elementos semânticos e
tipos de entrada de formulário ● Design de aplicativo de página
única ● Criação de elementos gráficos interativos ● Aplicativos web
móveis Este livro é dedicado aos novos recursos HTML5 e supõe que
você esteja familiarizado com HTML padrão.
HTML5, touted as the most important change to the Web since the
development of CSS, is now widely adopted by browser makers and
supported by numerous hardware devices, including Apple iPhone
and iPad and Google Android. Because implementation is so new,
designers and developers are just cracking the surface as they
begin using the markup language in existing or newly developed
Web sites, and for designing across multiple platforms. This
enhanced e-book combines 2½ hours of training video with a
96-page reference guide. The code examples in the guide offer a
solid introduction to HTML5 and explain in detail how you can start
using it today. Whether you’re an HTML standards advocate using
mobile devices, a Flash developer wanting to pick up additional
skills for your toolset, or simply taking your first steps in HTML5, by
the end of this video you’ll have the most important information
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about HTML5 to use it now, including: The key features that have
changed in HTML5 and how to transition from HTML 4 and XHTML
New HTML5 improvements in semantics and interface elements
such as forms Support for native vector graphics, audio, and video
Progressive enhancement techniques that take advantage of new
HTML5 semantics while keeping your content compatible Run time:
2h 43m 47s Due to the incredibly rich media included in your
enhanced eBook, you may experience longer than usual download
times. Please be patient while your product is delivered.
With 90 detailed hacks, expert web developers Jesse Cravens and
Jeff Burtoft demonstrate intriguing uses of HTML5-related
technologies. Each recipe provides a clear explanation, screenshots,
and complete code examples for specifications that include Canvas,
SVG, CSS3, multimedia, data storage, web workers, WebSockets,
and geolocation. You’ll also find hacks for HTML5 markup elements
and attributes that will give you a solid foundation for creative
recipes that follow. The last chapter walks you through everything
you need to know to get your HTML5 app off the ground, from
Node.js to deploying your server to the cloud. Here are just a few of
the hacks you’ll find in this book: Make iOS-style card flips with CSS
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transforms and transitions Replace the background of your video
with the Canvas tag Use Canvas to create high-res Retina Displayready media Make elements on your page user-customizable with
editable content Cache media resources locally with the filesystem
API Reverse-geocode the location of your web app user Process
image data with pixel manipulation in a dedicated web worker Push
notifications to the browser with Server-Sent Events
The Truth About HTML5 is for web designers, web developers, and
front-end coders who want to get up to speed with HTML5. The
book isn't afraid to point out what everyone gets wrong about
HTML5's new markup, so you don’t make the same mistakes. It will
show you what rocks in HTML5 today and what the future holds.
Marking up a basic web page shouldn't be a quasi-religious exercise
where the high priests of HTML5 must be consulted for their
interpretation of the holy texts (the HTML5 spec). Don’t waste
hours trawling through confusing, poorly researched, and often flatout wrong information on the Internet. Get the truth on HTML5's
markup here. You'll also find out about HTML5's new microdata
standard that's being used on major websites, such as eBay and
IMDB, right now, and get the low-down on the Canvas object and
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what it can and can't do for you. The book also covers how HTML5
affects CMSs and web apps, what HTML5 means for mobile, and
what the future holds. HTML5 isn't one big blob of technology that
will be "finished" at some point in the future. It’s a grab bag of cool
stuff, much of which has been around for years. Learn what’s well
supported and ready to go today. Now that the initial wave of hype
is over, it's time to learn the truth about HTML5. What you’ll learn
How to write elegant and up-to-date HTML5 markup How to use
microdata - the future of the semantic web What the Canvas object
can and can't do, and how to use it correctly How to use new
features such as enhanced forms and video and audio Which HTML5
features are production ready, and what the future holds Who this
book is for The Truth About HTML5 is for web developers and
designers who want to start using HTML5 properly in their web
projects. Now that the dust has settled on HTML5, it's a good time
for beginners to jump aboard, and for experienced developers to
take stock of what's out there. Table of Contents A Somewhat
Sensationalized History of HTML5 What HTML5 Means for a Modern
Web Page The Pain and Pleasure of Page Structure Elementary, My
Dear WHATWG? The Truth Behind the New Structural Tags
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Semantics, Micro-Semantics, and Schema.org HTML5 Boosted My
Page Rank, and other SEO Myths The New Nonstructural HTML5
Tags and When You Should Use Them HTML5 Forms: Beauty and the
Beast Canvas, Gaming, and Flash Hear No , See No SVG: It Lives!
Web Apps, Mobile, and What Comes Next Performance Based
Design: The Future
The Web Evolved
HTML5 Media
Inkscape
SVG Essentials
HTML5 Hacks
INKSCAPE:GDE VECTOR DRAWG PROG>
This book will teach you how to take advantage of the JavaScript language
to process data provided on the Internet. Much attention is given to the
main JavaScript backbone: prototype based objects, and functional
capabilities, while common features (loops, etc.) are summarized in a few
cheat-sheets. Only operational features are detailed through the coding of
several applications -the second and largest part of the book-, on freeaccess datasets (e.g. World Bank). It includes: cartography (SVG or API's
based), data-sheets access (via Ajax or Jsonp), video data and postPage 33/37
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synchronization, and animation examples.
Readers discover the latest, industry-leading website development
practices with this new book in the popular Shelly Cashman Series. For
more than three decades, the Shelly Cashman Series has effectively
introduced computer skills to millions of learners. Minnick's RESPONSIVE
WEB DESIGN WITH HTML 5 & CSS, 9th edition, combines best practices
with the most up-to-date tools available. The new edition equips readers
with a solid foundation in HTML, CSS and responsive web design while
illuminating deeper conceptual issues essential to today’s field of web
development. In addition, a range of projects logically build in complexity
and ensure thorough understanding. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Using Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) for illustrations only scratches the
surface of this format’s potential on the web. With this practical guide,
you’ll learn how to use SVG not only for illustrations but also as graphical
documents that you can integrate into complex HTML5 web pages, and
style with custom CSS. Web developers will discover ways to adapt designs
by adding data based graphics, dynamic styles, interaction, or animation.
Divided into five parts, this book includes: SVG on the web: Understand
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how SVG works with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to define graphics
Drawing with markup: Learn the vector language of x and y coordinates
that let SVG create basic and custom shapes Putting graphics in their
place: Use the coordinate system to draw SVG shapes and text at different
scales and positions Artistic touches: Explore how color is used, how
strokes are created and manipulated, and how graphical effects like filters,
clipping, and masking are applied SVG as an application: Make your
graphic more accessible to humans and computers, and learn how to make
it interactive or animated
Annotation Scalable Vector Graphics - or SVG - is the XML-based graphics
standard from the W3C that enables Web documents to be smaller, faster
and more interactive. This book goes through the ins and outs of SVG, from
the basics to more complicated features.
Multi-Device Web Development with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript
Native Interactivity and Animation for the Web
Responsive Web Design with HTML 5 & CSS
Vector Graphics for Web Design
Core HTML5 Canvas
Graphics, Animation, and Game Development
Flash is fading fast as Canvas continues to climb. The second edition
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of this popular book gets you started with HTML5 Canvas by showing you
how to build interactive multimedia applications. You’ll learn how to
draw, render text, manipulate images, and create animation—all in the
course of building an interactive web game throughout the book.
Updated for the latest implementations of Canvas and related HTML5
technologies, this edition includes clear and reusable code examples
to help you quickly pick up the basics—whether you currently use
Flash, Silverlight, or just HTML and JavaScript. Discover why HTML5 is
the future of innovative web development. Create and modify 2D
drawings, text, and bitmap images Use algorithms for math-based
movement and physics interactions Incorporate and manipulate video,
and add audio Build a basic framework for creating a variety of games
Use bitmaps and tile sheets to develop animated game graphics Go
mobile: build web apps and then modify them for iOS devices Explore
ways to use Canvas for 3D and multiplayer game applications
A detailed introduction to presenting audio and video in HTML5, from
markup through scripting. It will explain not just placing content in
pages but interaction through Javascript APIs, to build media players
that could be used cross-browser.
Presents practical instrucion and theory for using the features of
HTML5 to create a online gaming applications.
An Accelerated Course
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How To Visual Guide
Building Powerful Cross-Platform Environments in JavaScript
JavaScript and Open Data
HTML Tutorials - Herong's Tutorial Examples
HTML5 Now
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